Words for Ohio Comprehensive
Ohio Motto Declaration: With God, all things are possible.

Middletown OH, no date
Chuck - I say to you I am forming a dome of glory over this region and My people are becoming
weapons in My hand. You will have armory meetings saith the Lord and in those meetings you
will praise. And the praises will cause you to be sharpened a two-edged sword will come forth.
I say to you plan the armory meetings in this region from State to State to State not just in Ohio
but gather together and move into Indiana. Align with West Virginia move with Pennsylvania
allow Michigan to realign and watch Me begin to cause a people to come alive.
10-28-07
LeAnn Squier - Ohio, we release stirrings of tornados into the feet of those who will be in this
place. Their feet will be activated and innovated and energized in such a way with such a
release and an anointing coming down from heaven that people will say, “Where did this come
from? Where did this blow in from, the North, south, east or west?” The Lord says it is coming
from all four directions. We loose that anointing over them. They will tap into an ancient dance
and a deeper level of release in the land and in the earth. They will begin to dance across the
nation and the ancient treasures that have been hidden for the body of Christ for this hour will
be uncovered, released and opened.
6-16-09
Chuck: The wind will contend and you will come back again and many who have been held in
the slumber of their frustration will awaken and come back quickly and I will manifest My glory
before you.”
Just invite that wind to blow. “Watch the winds for they will blow in the east. They will blow in
Ohio and the river will rise again. Many will rise and say, “We are ready to contend.” Many
there are contending against Me but now I will blow a wind to bend the stalks that have stood
tall against Me.
10-16-09
Chuck - I have a prayer for our nation. Lord, surround Ohio until the ladder is built fully. The
Lord says, “I have chosen that place. You watch the shafts of light that appear over that state. It
will be a sign of heaven’s changing. There will be teams coming and going, coming and going to
assist with you. I am mobilizing an army to assist you between now and the time of opening up.
Then I say I will move from Ohio to Florida. I will begin to take an anointing and open up a
realm in Florida so that you see the trafficking of evil that is in your midst. Then I will move
from Florida and I will show you the root in Georgia that I’m going to pluck up and I will then
re-seed My root. Then I will begin to go north and uncover some riches that have been held

that will astound this nation. I say black feet will dance upon the land. Black feet will dance
upon the land.”
1-15-10 Ann Arbor, MI
Chuck: The Lord says, "Bring through prayer that new mantle for this region". For this new
mantle must fall upon the land as you expand. You are moving into a season of expansion.
Barbara, there is a mantle falling upon you that is simple faith. Communion is important and as
you drink your new wine, I see three state areas, Indiana, Michigan and Ohio.
The Lord says, this demon force that is reasoning away my next move in this area is hanging
onto the last seasons charismatic flow - I say that demon must go in Jesus name. William open
the backdoors - I say you must dry up and blow away. I will send a wind in to blow the very dust
of this demonic force out of this territory. I will stir the wind up over the next three months that which you are still wearing from the last loss in this region - take it off because a new
mantle is coming in. Father, you are bringing a divine shift into this atmosphere so that we see
and wear what we have for our future. Even legalistic structures that have affected the healing
in this area - Barbara, those old legal structures will dry up and blow away you will network
buildings in days ahead. Glenn, you will be restoring new structures so that you will be able to
move in ways you have not moved in the past.
Chuck - Journey highway from Lansing and go to Detroit, go to the largest cities of Ohio cut
through i+ Indiana into the darkest places that are holding this nation. You will repent for
resisting my covenant with my blood. Begin in government, I will take you through repentance,
and realign this government with my government
2-5-10
Chuck: Three thrones of Iniquity - They allowed worship to go on because they were
unthreatened. I could see the glory realm over Ohio but the thrones of iniquity (3) were so
networked together this three-fold cord felt they had the land captured and therefore the
hovering glory over Ohio did not threaten them. It was as if darkness had a rule of connecting
the land of Ohio. The three spiritual forces in this land think they have this nation in control.
God's glory was over this land. This was an atmospheric war rather than a rooted stronghold in
the land. The throne in the Findlay area was moveable it could not any longer stay tied into the
land. The other two thrones controlled sections or areas and were anchored to the land. This is
the state that either refreshed the nation - this state has the revival river in it - this state has the
glory structure over it but this state has a three-fold cord working that is actually trying to rotate
a nation in a wrong way. And the lord would say this will be my disciple state in the days ahead
and I am going to rebuild this state so that - the darkness of the earth that believes it can
change a nation I say the upper room that I am beginning to build in this state You will see a
glory realm shift a nation into an upper room structure that is in the glory realm that is over
you. YOU will have a 120 day period in this state that will bring the glory in around you. (Big

Prophecy) There is a throne linked with labor and mammon in this state. You will change the
course of the way labor is ruling in this land. There is one throne that is seeking a place for itself
now and I say to all 12 of the surrounding areas do not give it a place to re-root and you will rule
this nation. The revival in this nation will move differently it will move from place to place to
place and circle the whole state and you will continue to build a furnace of glory in this land.
4-14-11
Chuck: Ohio is going to shift a whole nation in this next season.
4-15-11
Chuck - Ohio was like a fulcrum on a see-saw between Florida and California.
2-15-12
Chuck Pierce: Chuck Pierce: The Lord says I’m rolling back time so I can intervene again. I’m
rolling back time so I can intervene again. And I say to you even things that were on the
forefront that were weapons that would be assigned against you I say now I will lose, cause
papers to be disheveled and cause assignments to be confused by the enemy. I say to you I
am intervening over My people this morning. I am coming at the crossroads and you will
know the path to take. I will reorder the days of My people from this day forward.
Lord we pray for the crossroads states of America. I say go to the crossroads and establish
wisdom. Lord we pray for Indiana we pray for Ohio, we pray for Tennessee. We pray for
Kentucky, we pray for Michigan this morning.
3-13
Chuck: And the Lord says you’ve been surrounding and been connecting in this region and
now you’ll see Indiana start crying out for My presence.
I say to you plan the armory meetings in this region from State to State to State not just in
Ohio but gather together and move into Indiana.
6-22-13
Mildred: I grew up near the Mississippi River and I just declare from the Mississippi means
father of waters. And we say today that the Lord through the whole Mississippi River Valley
that the Lord Himself is the Father of waters. And that even confluence of all of the Rivers
from the Ohio to the Red to the Colorado to the Missouri to the Mississippi from New Orleans
all the way up to Minnesota we declare that the Father of Waters today is breaking out today
and releasing His confluence. And that every restriction across the heart of even this Nation
that into the Valley of Decision that there are decisions that are shifting that doubt is being
removed that faith is arising that manmade structures are being moved out because the
Father of Waters is breaking through with His confluence and His overflow through the whole
valley of Mississippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, Minnesota all the way
up in Jesus’ Name.

8-10-13
Chuck Pierce to Ohio: And Ohio the Lord says you’re pond called Ohio is about to turn over!
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found in the rebel cherub, my glory surged throughout the heavens, says the Lord, and
demonstratably real authority, might, dominion and power was revealed at superior levels
branding Lucifer and his fallen ones as forever losers. I will now surge in greater glory in your
times, says the Lord, through my remnant church. My power will now surge at greater and
much greater levels, and once again the forever loser will be defeated by my glorious power. My
spirit will reveal superior power and authority through my believer champions at levels and in
numbers never seen in your times. My spirit and his angels will be evident support releasing and
reinforcing strategies that produce victories that are promised you. The world has not seen
what will now be demonstrated by my remnant warriors. The church has not done what will
now be done as my power surges. For you now will now enter a far greater weight of glory
season; a fullness of time has come. Grace and glory will be multiplied exponentially and will be
seen and felt experientially. It will be demonstratably real authority, real might, dominion and
power. My church will not be defeated by the loser, says the Lord. When it was time for my
people to leave the bondage of Egypt and shift into the land I promised, my glory surged. I
presented my presence in fire and cloud leading the way to promised inheritance. Hear the
word of the Lord, it is immutable counsel. Leave bondage and enter inheritance promised. Delay
no longer. Step into a season of greater glory and receive promise after promise, after promise,
after promise. Yokes of bondage will be broken under the increasing weight of greater glory. I
will increase the weight of my power and my presence, says the Lord, and I will shatter the
tethered yoke. I will lead the way. Rise and shine, your light has come; the glory of the Lord is
risen upon you. It is now the season when glory will surge upon you in demonstratably real and
tangible and visible ways. You are entering the season of surge after surge after surge after
surge of my glory. The presence of your king will surge among you. His radiant presence will fill
your sanctuaries, and the weight of his presence will break hope deferred off of his heirs with
wave after wave after wave of glory. You will be changed by glory to glory to glory and to ever
increasing glory. You will be filled and filled and filled and refilled as the manifest presence of
the Lord comes closer, and closer, and closer. You are entering the season of joy unspeakable
filled with glory. When it was time to shift from law to grace at Pentecost, my glory surged. My
glory became demonstratably real. My presence was revealed in fire, and in wind, and in sounds
from heaven, and my people were anointed to be heirs with power; filled with power witnesses.
The surge of my presence in your times; in today’s Pentecost will now increase in more and
more weight, and the increased weight of who I am will release anointing in you to be who you
are; anointed heirs flowing in ever increasing grace and glory; heirs anointed to release
purpose; the purpose of your King upon the earth; heirs anointed to prevail over the forever

loser; heirs with ordained destinies; heirs ruling and reigning with great authority; heirs that will
witness in Holy Spirit power. The King’s presence will surge in your midst with outpouring, after
outpouring, after outpouring of power, of refreshing, of giftings; of anointings empowering you
to be who you really are; heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ; heirs on heaven’s assignment.
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the glorious power of your God. It is time to bring promises to fullness; fully filled promises, says
the Lord. It is the season for his presence to become heavier, and heavier, and heavier, and
heavier. It is time for the church of awesome purpose to be soaked in awesome glory; glory that
is demonstratably real; glory that is tangible; glory that can be seen and felt; glory that is
powerful; glory that is life changing. I hear the Lord saying, you will now enter the season of the
amplified version. I will now amplify my voice on the earth. I will amplify the voice of my
remnant. My gospel will be amplified. My truth will be amplified. My angels are working to
amplify the efforts of my kingdom. I am amping up my power. I am amping up the miracles. I am
amping up signs and wonders. I am amping up healings. The world will now see the amplified
version of my kingdom. I’m amping everything up! I have issued the orders; amp it up, amp it
up, amp it up. The loser will now experience the amplified version; a glorious church without
spot or wrinkle. That is my word! The spirit of the Lord says, I will now demonstrate the power
released in the shed blood of Christ the Almighty. It will now be revealed at promised levels. I
will now shift my remnant into the life sources purchased by the creator's blood. There will now
come a flow and an overflow of power from heaven that is expansive, explosive, expedient. The
opportune advantage of Christ's redeemed blood of sacrifice will now be clearly seen upon his
people, as favoring graces have now been compounded, says the Lord. Favoring graces have
now been released. The ages, and ages, and ages, and ages of faithful ones have accrued
multiplied blessings and multiplied anointings that will now be seen in your times. The Lord says
I have led my people from glory to glory and now I will take them even higher into my presence;
and now from my manifest presence the world will now see the synergy of the ages. It will see
the synergy of faithful generations. It will see the synergy of the praying ones whose prayers
have filled the prayer bowls of heaven. It will see the culminating purpose of the cross of the
mighty savior. It will see the awesome supernatural and superseding power of the cross. It will
see the power of the blood of Emanuel. It will see the purchased power of the blood of
covenant that releases ordained inheritance; for yes you are coming full circle into another
Pentecost. I will now demonstrate the power of my blood that supersedes the power of the
blood of lambs sacrificed in Egypt; for the Lord decrees the greatest exodus in world history will
not be the million souls that were brought out of Egypt. It will be the exodus of a billion souls
brought out of the kingdom of darkness and transferred into the kingdom of light. I will have my
harvest, says the Lord! You will see revival roll through your land. Riders of destiny will now
mount Holy steeds, and they will ride me into battle. Hell has never seen the like. The church
has never done the like. My angel armies have mounted war horses to reinforce and to battle
alongside my remnant warriors. Hear the sound of thundering hosts. Hear the shout of the King
among you. Hear the sound of shattering of enemy strongholds. Hear the sounds of walls that

are crashing to the ground before you. Hear the victors' shout of triumph. Hear the shout of
slaves that are free. Hear the shout of multitudes in the valley of decision proclaiming my
blindness is healed. I can see. My shackles are broken. Now I can run. Run says the Lord. Run
with them. Run into greater glory. Run. Come Greater One! AwakeningNow Prayer Network
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is blowing in. The heavens are changing; not just the earth. This is the year the heavens are
shifting. When the heavens shift, something else happens all around us because there is a
divine alignment occurring of governments, and governments change. Psalm 102:25 Heaven
and earth are aligning. The mantle of heaven is shifting. There is going to be a lot of demon
structures topple and fall over. Lots of things that have been ruling us are going to be unseated.
Starting at the beginning of April, this will be our greatest year of warfare to gain control of the
atmosphere. Who will rule the atmosphere? We must watch. We must war, and we must turn as
He tells us. Year of first fruits; first fruits of worship… This year becomes a worship war. This is a
year of contending with sound in worship. God is saying how will we return to that place of
worship that will cause the ground and the land to be satisfied, so that the land is healed in a
new way? There's a door of hope in the valley of decision (the valley of Jehoshaphat). Whoever
is going to stand at the river and worship is going to win the war. I believe God is saying that
through the Allegheny Valley. *Tim I see in days ahead you finding every convention center all
along these major rivers in the cities and you gathering people to worship and in the midst of it,
you will gain control of the valley of decision. We have gathered for a very succinct and clear
from God, because this is the year of aligning ourselves and seeing who will rule in the
atmosphere around us. Lands are crying out for restoration. Redemptive prophecy is coming
forth right now; what should have been; what God has created it to be. This year is about our
identify coming into its fullness. For that to happen we’re going to have to prophesy what has
never manifested the way it should have manifested. That will create lots of confusion in the
earth realm, and in it there’s going to be a great presence war. Who will establish God’s
presence? Saul wanted to rule the kingdom, but didn’t want to establish the Presence. He didn’t
want to fight to get the Ark re-centered where God wanted the ark centered. Therefore the war
right now is over not only the heavens and the land, but how will we establish the Presence. In
every season and generation there is a war over the tabernacle of David. It goes beyond that
now. God is looking for places that will establish His presence in such a way that I God can come
down and tabernacle with you in that area? This war becomes a war over the tabernacle of God
manifesting in its people. There is a strategy to restore the land by restoring the people (Ezekiel
36-37). God gives you a new spirit. The first thing in restoring the land right now is to know the
will of God. Once you hear what God is saying to a territory; this year we have access to take a
stand and to decree that thing and not back up until you see it manifesting. This is not the same
as we have walked in the past. We are more corporate now. This whole passage is about
corporateness. It’s about even though you have been in the east, the west, the north and the
south; I’m going to pull you together and I am going to put you in a new form, and then I’m
going to breathe life into you again. Then you’re going to rise up as an army. This is the year we

must be visibly seen as the army of God advancing. Isis is advancing because it is not afraid to
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trying to be sure. Open your mouth and prophesy it, when you hear it. The Hebraic calendar
pictures a whirlwind coming down. There’s an unlocking of heaven. The earth is beginning to
respond. We stand between heaven and earth decreeing that what word has been the will of
God will now be performed. God is expressing ourselves in new ways. From a Hebraic
perspective 5775 seventy meaning we stand at a crossroad throughout this season watching to
see, and watching for the spring of God to come up. This season, a season of seventy; God
breaks captivity. (Auschwitz) We will now take a stand to bring down the will of God in one of
the worst wounds that has occurred in the world. So God can come down and we not see a
repetition of that same cycle again. This is a season where we stand at the crossroad to break
captivity. That’s why Ohio and the Ohio Valley become so important to this nation this year. The
number five “Hey” means hallelujah the window of heaven is opening up over you. Every time
you shout hallelujah, there’s a stirring between heaven and earth this year. This is a year of a
new wind of grace in the season of seventy; captivity breaking, taking a turn at the crossroads.
It's a season to decree captivity off the promise. This ion means a season of watching angels
aligning with us. Do not run them off. This is a year of angelic governmental shift. This is not a
quiet sweet bedroom year. It’s a loud, roaring, heaven aligning year. The heavens are shifting
with this violent praise, and the winds are blowing at the crossroads in this turning point state
called Ohio. Chuck had to press to be here The Ohio region has an overcoming favor that other
regions don’t have. God is into Ohio and Kentucky. The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness
thereof. There’s this wind blowing at this particular state that is more important this year than
in any other season we have known in recent history. It’s a turning point region. This year is
about a turning wind. This region becomes the place of the blowing. Hey never means the same
in any year. This year it means blowing at the crossroad because I am watching the turn. That is
what makes it different this year. It’s about the wind of change at the turning point moment. We
are here in this Ohio Valley regional gathering in Middletown, Ohio to say this will be the region
this year that shifts us toward the right direction. It becomes very very important. Hey pictures
a window from heaven that opens up. Therefore what God is watching; He blows in on. You will
be blown in on this year. It's a year of us seeing what we have been asking. While walking
through the jet bridge suddenly Chuck gets hit by a demon spirit. He doesn't know where it
came out of. It knocked half of his vision out, and he said, we are coming through. You will not
stop God’s vision for this region. I stopped right there in the airport and said Chad I’m having a
hard time seeing how to move forward. Make sure I get through into the place I need to go. This
window is being positioned over our heart. In our heart is our conscious. Our conscious is a
window. It’s a window. However clear your conscious is; is how clearly you see. The enemy will
do anything to block you from seeing. Without a vision people perish. There is going to be a lot
of cleaning of windows this year; a lot of unsealing of things that have been sealed in your
heart. Get ready for the wind of your heart to open. Get ready for God to blow his Spirit in.
There’s a new baptism of God’s Spirit coming in this year. Just as in Pentecost, a new move of

the Spirit is coming in. A new wineskin changes every seven years, but there’s also a new
baptism that comes in with the change of that wineskin. John baptized AwakeningNow Prayer
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baptizes with fire. Years later in Ephesus Paul asked what baptism they had. They had the
baptism of John and had not heard of the baptism of Jesus. All of a sudden within an hour, three
levels of baptism hit them and the church goes into the greatest revival ever known. A new
baptismal wind is coming in for revival and awakening. A small window of revival is being
positioned over America. God told Chuck to pray in the next president. It must start shifting
now. We live in heaven’s time. God is saying shift now righteousness and what needs to be
shifted. This year the window of revival is over us. God caught Chuck up on May 31, 2008. It
takes seven years to form a wineskin. The next move of God’s kingdom people begins in June of
this year. We’re already in it, but it starts manifesting in June. In Ohio God showed Chuck people
gathering. It looked like a glory river of fire. Every state had one, but Ohio had glory resting
above it. This valley had glory resting above it. There was an incredible of God coming down.
The river was ankle deep, but it would lead the people of God into high places and when they
got to the high place they were so refreshed that they would look at thrones of iniquity and say
“fall”. And those thrones would begin to fall. Ohio was full of thrones of iniquity, but it was not a
big burden to turn them over. The Lord says you have made such headway over the last seven
years that when you begin to worship and move in worship from this time forward, what has
been competing against you; you’re going to read about it falling over; key thrones. Then I saw
these apostolic centers from heaven. God called them freedom outposts for these triumphing
people to get to. They were like fiery castles that people would go in to. Ohio was the turning
point state for a nation. This year add this to it. All of a sudden a whirlwind from heaven starts
swirling over the Ohio Valley. Not just a tornado. You’re prone to tornadic activity. We’re talking
about heaven’s whirlwind of change is stirring up the Ohio Valley; stirring up Ohio. And all of a
sudden there’s some sort of righteous revival and awakening that breaks out in this region that
causes a nation to take notice that the Spirit of God is moving; the glory. And it’s coming from
the northeast all down. Where you see a shadow coming over a nation, this is like a glory
blanket that begins to come down and come into a nation. It hooks in some way into past
functions of the steel industry. Manufacturing systems start getting awakened. Then all of a
sudden it hits the root of awakening that has been in Kentucky and the thing goes ballistic. Hear
me; this is the turning point wind year for the turning point state. There is a small window of
reviving… This year starting in September, watch Cleveland, watch Cincinnati. They are two
cities that God’s eye is on right now; Paducah. Fort Wayne will have great resistance in Indiana,
but God says I will send an army of glory on that resistance in Ft Wayne. I say to you this area
will be heard from this year. AwakeningNow Prayer Network Apostle Tim Sheets ~ Host
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prisoner, but in the end he was in charge – an unusual assignment. Dutch decrees to God:
They’re on their faces and you’re going to show up. They’re in the middle of worship. They’re

going to be in the middle of meet and greet and some body’s going to get healed. You’re going
to take over the service. Your glory’s going to come and be so thick that people will have to stay
in one place and not move around. That’s a word from God. The spirit of breakthrough will fall
on people from a distance because of your prayers. Meaning of 2015 1) Unusual assignments
Unplanned breakthroughs 2) Conspicuous - a year to figure out what we have not been able to.
What God has been doing in hiding; He’s coming out this year. 3) Come to light 4) Epiphany – an
appearance; people going into trances. 5) Become known; Grace manifested; God will visit
those who were counted out; Mormons 6) Memorable – Cane Ridge, KY 7) Notable things are
going to happen this year; notable creative miracles; notable changes in religions 8) Transition Dreams – #1. Go up to 11 and 12. An “11” season - chaos, disorder, change, the difficulty
associated with change. God doing more to His people than through them. He was working in
them getting them ready. You’ve been in the army; now you have to go through Special Forces.
Going to go through hell week. “#12” kingdom government; #2. Dream by intercessor. “You’ve
got to go up to level 18 Dutch”. The word that has the numerical value for #18 means life,
revival, awakening. Because you’ve gone through the process, I’ve moved you to a new position
and now you can move into the productive stage and see the harvest. All of us come up to a
new level of authority. Pastors start thinking differently. Prayer leaders start thinking differently.
If you oversee anything for God, start thinking differently. We have moved into a new season.
The whirlwind is coming. The glory is coming. The river is coming. The wind is coming.
Everything is about to be poured out. We decree this a year where you move into the fullness of
your next level of authority. This is a year you move into awakening. We decree over this people
and this region; this is a turnaround region for America and the nations of the earth. There’s a
second great awakening buried in the soil….. This is our hour. This is our fullness of time. This is
our amplified season. This is the AwakeningNow Prayer Network Apostle Tim Sheets ~ Host
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2015 7 year that you (God) come out of the hidden places you’ve been working in and show
what you’ve been doing. I speak that over every one of these believers here. This is the year you
come out into a revelation and a manifestation of what he’s been doing in you. This is the year
that you begin to manifest the glory of the Lord Himself. This is the year the Spirit of God rises
upon you and the glory of God rises upon you and begins to shine forth through you; and
everything you’ve ever dreamed about in God starts to manifest this year. Chuck It’s like a word
of knowledge; like I’m seeing something written. The Lord is just writing it and He says I’m going
to come into the Catholic based colleges and universities of this region, and I am going to
uproot religion and bring my glory in. I say I’m going to overturn religion’s traditions that’s
holding Cleveland captive. The Lord says, there will be an awakening come in to Cincinnati, and
all of the nation will say, the glory of God has invaded that city. Columbus, the Lord says, I will
send a turning wind upon you, and I will cause you to say, yes Lord; we will submit to the next
move of God and then the river will rise through Columbus. I say to Kentucky, get ready for the
ground will be like an upheaval and seeds that have gone into the ground, this year; it will be as
if the crops sown over the last 150 years will now spring forth. And Dutch 18 also means that
when you get to 18, spirits of infirmity cannot hang on and what had bent you over in the past

all of a sudden shake off and you stand up straight. The Lord says I’m going to give you authority
over spirits of infirmity and you will cause an uprightness to come throughout this nation
Apostle Tim I’m seeing Luke chapter 5. The Lord is saying to his church; have you caught
anything? No Master. We’ve dropped the nets and pulled them up and they’re empty. Drop
them again. There’s a boat load. The Lord is saying fish again. Fish again. The Lord is saying
church drop the nets again. Church, drop the nets. Let’s drop the nets. Let’s fish for men.
There’s a boat load out there. We declare in the name of the Lord; the the harvest is coming.
The nets are full. Fish again. Drop the nets. Fish again.

4-16-15
Chuck: I am coming at the crossroads and you will know the path to take. I will reorder the
days of My people from this day forward. Lord we pray for the crossroads states of America. I
say go to the crossroads and establish wisdom. Lord we pray for Indiana we pray for Ohio, we
pray for Tennessee. We pray for Kentucky, we pray for Michigan this morning.
1-25-16
Chuck - Tonight in a moment - He is going to realign us and my people in Pontiac are going to
start experiencing the glory of God - My people in Missouri - My people in Ohio...
Tonight we are here to realign a new government from Atlanta to Pontiac...He will pull a bitter
root up out of this nation....
10-20-16
Chuck Pierce – For the last eight years I have been blowing winds in the heavens. Winds have
been stirring and stirring and stirring in my heavens; but now those winds are released to come
into the earth realm, and what has been stirring in heaven will now blow in the earth. I say to
you, brace yourself, brace yourself, brace yourself, brace yourself for the winds that will now
blow are the winds I have been holding back over the last eight years. Because I’ve been holding
them back and you’ve been asking for them to blow earlier, I say now I will release them. I Am
acting on how you have sought me in the last eight years. These winds will begin to gather an
army – those that have been faithful and those that will now gather into a place they didn’t
even know they belonged. For the winds of adversity will now produce an army (of whom)
people will say, ‘it is the Lord’s army that has changed the course of history’. Tonight, and
beginning this week, you will be bringing the turning point winds into the earth and rearranging
the course of what is to become. Nations will begin now in their realignment with other nations,
but I will blow off the façade that has been holding you captive. Because you have gathered
here in this turning point state, now the turning point winds will come. So know that what I’ve
held back for eight years, I must now release. And what goes on through May, in days ahead –
as you begin to honor me, and walk with me, and gather with me – will create a nation that has

been covered over by the enemy’s hand. The winds now that blow in the earth will cause the
hand of the enemy that has been controlling the movement of strategy in the earth in this
nation to be seen. I say, no longer will the enemy have an upper hand in this land.
Feb 3, 2017 Chuck Pierce
Decree the angels of alignment are coming in. The Lord says you'll hear snapping all over this
land. It will be like the breaking of a new day. Lord we call in the angel armies of alignment.
Father we ask you right now to bring in the wind of stirring that will reorder your people from
state to state to state to state. Father we call in and invite the winds of reordering.
The Amalekite spirit gets you when you slow down and weaken once momentum begins. No
slowing down this season. They come from behind and snatch those that slow down. We speak
no slowing down and momentum over the leadership of this nation. Momentum is released
over leaders in Jesus name.
The Lord says I am shifting your enemies on your path in a way that they’re going to resign
before you. The Lord says watch the enemies write their resignations this year.

The Lord says you have just begun to see. You have just begun to move in in a new way with
me. I say to you you’re going to start seeing one by one by one voice that has been set against
my covenant plan begin to fall. I say ask me now and you’ll see it begin to happen over these
next 10 months. I say this is the beginning of the falling of that which has confederated
together, but I say to you if you will cry out starting today; within a year from this day you will
begin to see that which you have longed to see released back into my order, saith the Lord.
You’ll see that which has stopped the promise from manifesting come back into a manifestation.
You will see a performance like you’ve never seen before.
The Lord said this will be known as the year of the divine invasion. I say you have now entered
into a strategy for a divine invasion to come to this land.
To Apostles Tim & Carol
The Lord said to me you will become a dispatcher this year. You will be known as one who
dispatches and knows from province to province to province how to dispatch that which I am
bringing in to begin to change the course of things. And I say to you this prophetic summit will
become a mainstay and will go 10 times throughout this land. I say to you I must regather my
prophetic people and reform their voice; for I will invade every gathering and every territory
and the structure that is holding those territories will shake and begin to fall. I say this is the
day of the regathering of my prophetic strength throughout this land. I say do not shrink back.

(cd change) I say I will begin to recreate a mobility of my prophetic voice throughout this land. I
say this is the beginning. From this portal of me invading a nation and shaking it like it has
never been shaken before; and from that you will start seeing the overtaking power of my
reaping of what has been sown in other seasons. I say to you now I commission you: Go with
the invading angels and invade the societies around you state by state by state until those states
are rearranged, and realigned, and moving with me saith the Lord.
2-2-18
Chuck: I saw parts of Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana – very bright with harvest.
8-19-18
Chuck Pierce: In Ohio! Father; we thank You there is a pushing from Heaven through Your
People.

5-13-20
Becky: I saw a map of the Great Lakes, the whole region. I saw a gate with a door that was
locked over Chicago with a key hanging in the air, and God was waiting for the remnant in
Chicago to unlock that gate so that the healing that starts in Lake Michigan can travel up Lake
Michigan, go through the Straits of Mackinac, go down Lake Huron, go up to Lake Superior,
touch Canada, and heal Detroit, and continue on through Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, to touch
Ohio, and New York, and New Hampshire, and Vermont, and Maine. Chicago, Illinois, you are
the key! We are waiting for you! Michigan, Ohio, New York, they are waiting for you to stand up
and unlock the door so the healing can come! And not just the physical healing, but the
financial healing, and the healing of the lands, and the healing of the lakes. Stand up, take your
authority.
9-30-20
Chuck: Let the King of Glory come into Korea! I am changing the gates, the authority structure
in Korea. I'm beginning to reposition after these 70 years for my purpose in Korea. Watch Korea
for great changes are coming. Ohio, Alabama open up your gates!

